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A Little Piece Of England
Report and speeches at the [third] annual meeting of the Church Pastoral-aid Society, May 8, 1838.
In late February 1994, Andrew Gurr was persuing the appointments pages of the Sunday Times when an advert caught his eye: 'Wanted: Chief Executive of the Falkland Islands Government'. Intrigued, he decided to follow it up... Nobody was more surprised than Andrew when, a few months later, he was offered the position. There followed five remarkable years running one of the smallest
governments in the world and acting as Governor for nearly a year of that time. A more curious and multi-facted job would be hard to find. Nineteen years after the war and 8,000 miles from the mother country, are these intensely patriotic islands, or merely an anachronism and an embarrassment? What is it really like to live and work there? The answers are revealed in this book, where
Andre shows his understanding of the people, the heritage, the wildlife and the landscape of this breathtakingly beautiful part of the world. This book is at times moving, at times humourous, and always captivating. It is a remarkable memoir of an opportunity that only comes to a selected few.
Ruskin: Mornings in Florence. Time and tide. The art of England. Notes on the construction of sheepfolds
A Little Piece of Ground
Music in England and Music in America
England's Warning-Piece; ... a sermon on Levit. xxiv. 21, 22 occasioned by the untimely death of W. Allen, the younger, who was ... murdered by an arbitrary military power, the 10th May, 1768
An Institute of the Laws of England
Opera Canada
The Works of Francis Bacon, Lord Chancellor of England
Robert Macaire in England, etc. [With illustrations by Phiz, i.e. H. K. Browne.]
Child's history of England
Works: Child's history of England. Miscellaneous
A Little Piece of England - My Adventures as Chief Executive of The Falkland Islands
The tale of how the author's family over time became self-sufficient in its requirements for milk, meat, eggs and vegetables, all while living on a sliver of land within the London commuter belt.
Grade level: Probes the tragic and mysterious fate of Sir John Franklin's failed expedition to find the Northwest Passage in 1845.
Buried in Ice
The Church of England Magazine
History of England from the Peace of Utrecht to the Peace of Versailles
A Tale of Self-Sufficiency
Shewing the Supreme and Indispensable Authority of the Laws of God; and the Impiety, and Fatal Consequences of Screening, and Abetting Murder. A Sermon Occasioned by the Untimely Death of Mr. William Allen the Younger who was Most Inhumanly Murdered Near His Father's House, by an Arbitary [sic] Military Power, on Tuesday, the 10th of May, 1768. ... By John Free, ...
Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England
A Tour Through England & Wales
Divided Into Circuits Or Journies ...
A Small Holding from Scratch
The Motor
A familiar Analysis of the Calendar of the Church of England, and perpetual guide to the Almanac, ... illustrated with ... anecdotes and ... sketches of the origin of popular customs at particular periods of the year ... By ... H. F. Martyndale

Defoe wrote a three volume travel book, "Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain" (1724-27) that provides a vivid first-hand account of the state of the country. It is often-quoted as a source on British social and economic history in the early 18th century. Different to earlier descriptions of Great Britain, it is based on Defoe's first-hand knowledge and written in a subtly amusing style. The work has appeal to walkers, country-house visitors, and lovers of the British countryside as well as students of literature, industrial archaeology, and local history. This is an
edited reprint of the original work by Defoe.--London Review, Vol. 14 No. 4, 1992.
Jesus Rojo is used to being unpopular. As the youngest investigating judge ever appointed he had already ruffled the feathers of those who place seniority over talent. When he is handed a case of institutional corruption that has been lying in the long grass for years, he suspects that he is being set up to fail.With his small team of detectives, he begins to unpick the case and uncovers a money trail linking the main suspect with a top-quartile investment fund in the City of London that seems to invest in criminal activity as a means of diversification. In particular, the role
played by the CEO of the fund, Derek Sanderson, comes under scrutiny.Separately, the National Crime Agency is investigating Sanderson and the fund's links with an operation in Brighton that sells Spanish villas off-plan. The local police suspect that this is a scam and that the deposits paid will disappear along with the perpetrators. The two investigations intertwine as the detectives in the UK and Spain close in on the suspects.description here
England Under Gladstone, 1880-1885
Metal Industry (London, England)
The Condition and Fate of England ...
Essex Wills (England).
A Documentary History
England
Essays on Subjects Connected with the Reformation in England
England's Warning Piece
The Church of England magazine [afterw.] The Church of England and Lambeth magazine
A Little Piece of England
England Monopolised Or England Free?
During the Israeli occupation of Ramallah in the West Bank of Palestine, twelve-year-old Karim and his friends create a secret place for themselves where they can momentarily forget the horrors of war.
Held at Philadelphia for promoting useful knowledge.
Or, The Laws of England in Their Natural Order, According to Common Use. Published for the Direction of Young Beginners, Or Students in the Law; and of Others that Desire to Have a General Knowledge in Our Common and Statute Laws
A Study of the Changing Pattern of Social Aspirations in Bristol and Somerset, 1480-1660
England's Warning-Piece. Humbly offered to the consideration of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and Commons, in Parliament assembled. MS. note
The history of England from the accession of James ii
England!
Archdeaconry of Essex, Archdeaconry of Colchester, Archdeaconry of Middlesex (Essex Division), (preserved in the Essex Record Office, Chelmsford). 1571-1577
The Church of England, 1815-1948
A New Ed.; with a Life of the Author, by Basil Montagu...
Portrait Painting in England
The Life and Times of Sir Julius Von Haast, Explorer, Geologist, Museum Builder
1713-1783
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